[Random medical check-ups as an instrument of evaluation of the health status of children and teenagers].
Analyzed in the paper are the 20-year dynamic changes of widespread chronic diseases and morphofunctional anomalies (MPO) observed in the health condition of schoolchildren at comprehensive medical check-ups. If MPO are predominant in the morbidity structure of schoolchildren, the chronic pathology is more intensive: it aggravates reaching its uttermost point by the age of senior pupils. On the basis of the obtained data the authors formulate the necessity in elaborating a variety of organizational and therapeutic-preventive measures for the treatment, prevention and follow-up of schoolchildren with MPO and pronounced chronic pathologies. It is also suggested to revise the norms and workloads for practitioners at pediatric patient-care facilities, which, according to the authors, should be made with respect to the frequency rate and structure of a detected pathology.